
several more equally good
looking ornaments to their
sex, whose names escape
me.

The Scandinavians never
did have the same trouble
with the Reformation as
France or England. The
priests just signed up to the
new religion and got on with
their work. (Oh, later, yes, they
had trouble from iconoclasts)
So it is that our Nordic hosts
could lay on this Mardi Gras
celebration - Lent begins on
Wednesday, chaps! - with all
this alcohol and beautiful
females, and singing too,
though this I missed, too
impatient for my wife’s duck to
await GG’s preparations to
strut his stuff. (At least he both
quizzed and hashed! Alas, our
teams came nowhere very

Date 18-02-07

Hare Redeye & Ratty

Venue Woldingham

On On Botley Hill Farm
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checks (there were only 5!)
were back checks. East then,
skirting the hill, with the hash
starting to flag: only the son
of the hares, and his girl
friend, kept company with
Doug the Tub and FRB.

Gentlemen, ladies, there is
a distinct problem with moral
fibre on this hash! The trail
came to a path: uphill left,
downhill right. The flour went
right. So what did you all do?
Mill around vaguely while
waiting for our two stalwarts
to reach a check and call.
Yes, but if they don’t do that?
If they just carry on, because
the flour just carries on?
What you do then is follow
them down!!!

All right, that means you will
have to come back up again
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sooner or later. Big deal! If
that’s what the hare wanted!

It’s what he wanted. Svend
joined the Titsey Long Walk,
and followed it all the way. No
checks: just scenery and trail.

Svend has set a record, a
full length trail with 5 checks.
Weird or what? And in the end
most of you did the sporting
thing and set off after our two
heroes: especial credit to
Cardiff, who made it all the
way up the path we should
not have been on, only to be
sent back by a pack of
indignant Scandinavians
busy setting up a scenic drink
stop.

Which our heroes reached
at about 11.50, where they
enjoyed a leisurely shot or
two of Nordic wassail, ate

Quite a day! Even getting
there was exciting, a single
track road on which passing
was not possible, and (to
potential hares) all sorts of
alluring footpath signs
beckoning the inventive.
Because we never use this
area, or very seldom.

And away we went - why
were there so few of the quiz
teams from the previous night
in evidence? North past Flint
House to check Nr 1: solution
south. Onto the downs, with
glorious views, and FRB too
chicken to solve check Nr 2:
very steep downhill, to a
tunnel below the M25, where
Belcher disappeared with a
valiant forward check at Nr 3.
By this time though we had
got the message: all today’s

tortillas, and waited in vain for
anyone to join them. No one
came. (Well, they must have
got there in the end, I
suppose, though Shergar
said she never stopped.) On
back to the car park (about
12.15) where Bumble was
blinding everyone with
smoke from the customary
bonfire to warm Tequil’Over.

Striking that so many of the
earlier finishers were female:
Belcher (who had reached
the M25 for a second time),
Cardiff and Puffer were well
outnumbered by fair fine
women. Including Sabrina:
now if she can run at a good
bat with all that top-hamper,
so can you all!

Congratulations then to the
ladies: First On, Velcro,
Shergar, Sabrina, and

THE PROTESTANT NORTH
CELEBRATES CARNIVAL WITH

WINE WOMEN AND
WOLDINGHAM

Grand Master :
BonnBugle

(Jo Avey)
01483 723746 (h)
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(Mo Wood)
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Short An

(Angela Squires)
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Chunderos

(Lorraine Piercy)
01372 454907 (h)

Trail Master :
Dr Death

(Peter Fleming)
01932 853660 (h)
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Greenpeace
(Cherry Alingham)
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much, partly because FRB is
as deaf as a post and could
not even hear the difference
between Heptateuch and
Hexateuch: he also forgot that
Australia have beaten both
France and England to win
the rugby World Cup. We
could in fact have been third
or even second, but nowhere
near the winners.

Woldingham is famous for
having no pubs. But it is in all
other repects a good venue
for the hash. Svend’s trail
even included a plaque about
the Gresham family: did you
know that  “-ham” means
there was once a farm there?
Many thanks to Ratty and
Redeye for an original and
entertaining morning.

OnOn FRB (+Teq - crap
remover!)



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF
sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org
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1664 04-03-07 Gibber

1665 -
Great

Plague!

11-03-07 Cardiff
Conversion

Whitmoor
Common

1666 -
Fire of

London

18-03-07 Golden Balls

1667 25-03-07

1668 01-04-07 FRB (April Fool!) Loseley Park

1669 Short An’

Run 1663

Date 25-02-07

Hare Desperate Dan

Venue Walton on the Hill

On On The Bell

OS (187) 226 556 ? or 536?

Scribe Yes Please!
Directions:

Take A25 east from Dorking for 3 miles to rbt. then turn left on
to B2032. Follow this for 2 miles up the hill and after it goes
over M25 turn left into Chequers Lane B2220. Follow this
through Walton on the Hill and turn left into rough track just
after Mere pond. Take right fork to car park.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Affix Stamp
 Here

Cutting Edge
Tom had a
Brand New
Personal Computer;
Tom was plugged
On the Internet.
Tom had
The Works
But was
Techno-illiterate,
And that
Was pretty
 Much That.
(From Now We Are Sixty, by Christopher Matthew)

  (Feel familiar? Whatever computer skills we acquire,
there are always infinitely more!.)

24.   In 1912 a law passed in Nebraska where
drivers in the country at night were required to stop
every 150 yards, send up a skyrocket, wait eight
minutes for the road to clear before proceeding
cautiously, all the while blowing their horn and
shooting off flares.
25.   More Monopoly money is printed in a year,
than real money throughout the world.
26.   Caesar salad has nothing to do with any of the
Caesars. It was first concocted in a bar in Tijuana,
Mexico, in the 1920's.
27.   One quarter of the bones in your body are in
your feet.
28.   Crocodiles and alligators are surprisingly fast
on land.  Although they are rapid, they are not agile.
So, if being chased by one, run in a zigzag line.
29.   Seattle's Fremont Bridge rises up and down
more than any drawbridge in the world.


